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Kepada: adhi adhi - kusmantoro <adhiteknik@gmail.com>

The following message is being delivered on behalf of Indonesian Journal of
Electrical Engineering and Computer Science.
________________________________________________________________________
-- IJEECS for writing format and style: https://iaescore.com/gfa/ijeecs.docx
-- Research paper: min 25 references primarily to journal papers
-- Review paper: min 50 references primarily to journal papers
-- Similarity score of your manuscript must be less than 25%
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Dear Prof/Dr/Mr/Mrs: adhi adhi - kusmantoro,

Thank you for submitting the manuscript, "Power Management On DC Microgrid
With New DC Coupling Based On Fuzzy Logic" to Indonesian Journal of
Electrical Engineering and Computer Science. With the online journal
management system that we are using, you will be able to track its progress
through the editorial process by logging in to the journal web site:

Manuscript URL:
https://ijeecs.iaescore.com/index.php/IJEECS/author/submission/32928 <- It
is your paper ID!!
Username: upgris

Please take a look at:
http://ijeecs.iaescore.com/index.php/IJEECS/about/editorialPolicies#custom-4.
Before review process, please re-upload your revised paper as "author
version" as soon as possible by considering the checklist for avoiding delay
on review process.

Thank you for considering this journal as a venue for your work.

Best Regards,
Prof. Dr. Seifedine Kadry
Indonesian Journal of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science
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NOTE:
-- A single author is NOT preferred in this journal, except come from
qualified researcher (min WoS/Scopus h-index: 15). We would like to publish
high quality papers of a research group.
-- Paper with single author normally will be REJECTED

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
For ORIGINAL/RESEARCH PAPER, the paper should be presented with IMRaD model:
1. Introduction (I)
2. The Proposed Method/Algorithm/Procedure specifically designed (optional).
Authors may present complex proofs of theorems or non-obvious proofs of
correctness of algorithms after introduction section (obvious theorems &
straightforward proofs of existing theorems are NOT needed).
3. Method (M)
4. Results and Discussion (RaD)
5. Conclusion.
A high quality research paper MUST has:
(1) a clear statement of the problem the paper is addressing;
(2) the proposed solution(s); and
(3) results achieved. It describes clearly what has been done before on the
problem, and what is new.
The goal of this revision is to describe NOVEL TECHNICAL RESULTS. There are
four (4) types of technical results:
(a) A theory: consisting of a collection of theorems.
(b) An algorithm/method/approach/framework/ .... ;
(c) A system construct: such as hardware design, software system, protocol,
etc.; The main goal of your revised paper is to ensure that the next person
who designs a system like yours doesn't make the same mistakes and takes
advantage of some of your best solutions. So make sure that the hard
problems (and their solutions) are discussed and the non-obvious mistakes
(and how to avoid them) are discussed.
(d) A performance evaluation: obtained through analyses, simulation or
measurements;
Please state your technical result (one of the four types of technical
results above) in your paper.
We will usually expect a minimum of 25 references primarily to journal
papers, depending on the length of the paper (number of minimum references =
2n+10, n=page length). Citations of textbooks should be used very rarely and
citations to web pages should be avoided. All cited papers should be
referenced within the text of the manuscript.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

For REVIEW PAPERS, the paper should present a critical and constructive
analysis of existing published literature in a field, through summary,
classification, analysis and comparison. The function and goal of the review
paper is:



1) to organize literature;
2) to evaluate literature;
3) to identify patterns and trends in the literature;
4) to synthesize literature; or
5) to identify research gaps and recommend new research areas.
The structure of a review paper includes:
1. Title – in this case does not indicate that it is a review article.
2. Abstract – includes a description of subjects covered.
3. Introduction includes a description of context (paragraph 1-3),
motivation for review (paragraph 4, sentence 1) and defines the focus
(paragraph 4, sentences 2-3)
4. Body – structured by headings and subheadings
5. Conclusion – states the implications of the findings and an identifies
possible new research fields
6. References (“Literature Review”) – organised by number in the order
they were cited in the text.
Number of minimum references for review paper is 50 references (included
minimum 40 recently journal articles).
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http://iaesprime.com/index.php/csit (Computer Science and Information
Technologies)
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Balas Ke: "S. Kadry" <ijeecs.iaes@gmail.com>
Kepada: adhi adhi - kusmantoro <adhiteknik@gmail.com>

The following message is being delivered on behalf of Indonesian Journal of
Electrical Engineering and Computer Science.
________________________________________________________________________
-- Paper ID# 32928
-- Authors must strictly adhere to the guide for authors, MS Word:
http://iaescore.com/gfa/ijeecs.docx; LaTeX format:
http://iaescore.com/gfa/ijeecs.rar
-- Research Paper: min 25 references (primarily to journal papers) and
Review/study/survey Paper: min 50 references (primarily to journal papers)
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Dear Prof/Dr/Mr/Mrs. Adhi Kusmantoro,

We have reached a decision regarding your paper submission entitled "Power
Management On DC Microgrid With New DC Coupling Based On Fuzzy Logic" to
Indonesian Journal of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science,  a Scopus
indexed journal (SJR 2017: 0.182, Q3 on Electrical and Electronic
Engineering, Q3 on Computer Networks and Communications, Q3 on Hardware and
Architecture, Q3 on Signal Processing).

Our decision is: Revisions Required.
For research paper, it is mandatory to present your final paper according to
"IMRaDC style" format, i.e.:
     1. INTRODUCTION (I)
     2. The Proposed Method/Algorithm/Procedure specifically designed
(optional)
     3. METHOD (M)
     4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION (RaD)
     5. CONCLUSION (C)
Authors should have made substantial contributions. Read the checklist for
preparing your paper for publication at:
http://ijeecs.iaescore.com/index.php/IJEECS/about/editorialPolicies#custom-5.
Please try to follow the format as closely as possible. Please submit your
revised paper in MS Word file format (or LATEX source files; ZIP your files
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if you present your paper in LaTeX), refer materials at:
https://bit.ly/35R6JTs and https://bit.ly/2DxU9MI for further guidelines,
and submit revised paper within 8 weeks through our online system at same ID
number (NOT as new submission) on Tab "Review" as "Author Version" file.

Then, your revised paper will be judged for final decision of acceptance or
rejection.

I look forward for hearing from you

Thank you

Best Regards,
S. Kadry
Editor, IJEECS
ijeecs.iaes@gmail.com

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------- -----    EDITOR COMMENTS    ------
--------------------------------
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

YOU MUST DO IT!!!
Please prepare your revised paper by doing your best to avoid any delay for
publication!!!

1). PLEASE ADHERE STRICTLY THE GUIDE OF AUTHORS
http://iaescore.com/gfa/ijeecs.docx (Use this file as your paper template!!)

2). Add biographies of authors as our template (include links to the 4
authors' profiles, do not delete any icons in the template). Provide links
for all authors to the 4 icons (Scholar, Scopus, Publons and ORCID). It is
mandatory!!

3). Because tables and figures supplement the text, all tables and figures
should be referenced in the text. Avoid placing figures and tables before
their first mention in the text. Authors also must explain what the reader
should look for when using the table or figure. Focus only on the important
point the reader should draw from them. Use different PATTERNS (instead of
ONLY different colors) for presenting different results in your
figures/graphics. Prepare all your tables strictly adhere the guidelines (do
NOT as figure).

4). Please ensure that all references have been cited in your text. Use a
tool such as EndNote, Mendeley, or Zotero for reference management and
formatting, and choose IEEE style. Each citation should be written in the
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order of appearance in the text in square brackets. For example, the first
citation [1], the second citation [2], and the third and fourth citations
[3], [4]. When citing multiple sources at once, the preferred method is to
list each number separately, in its own brackets, using a comma or dash
between numbers, as such: [1], [3], [5]. It is not necessary to mention an
author's name, pages used, or date of publication in the in-text citation.
Instead, refer to the source with a number in a square bracket, e.g. [9],
that will then correspond to the full citation in your reference list.
Examples of in-text citations:
    This theory was first put forward in 1970 [9].
    Zadeh [10] has argued that ...
    Several recent studies [7], [9], [11]-[15] have suggested that....
    ... end of the line for my research [16].

5). Please present all references as complete as possible and use IEEE style
(include information of DOIs, volume, number, pages, etc). If it is
available, DOI information is mandatory!! See
http://iaescore.com/gfa/ijeecs.docx

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------
Reviewer H:

Does the title of the paper accurately reflect the major focus contribution
of this paper?:
        Yes

Please suggest change of the title as appropriate within 10 words::

Is the abstract an appropriate and adequate digest of the work?:
        Yes

If No, please suggest change of the abstract as appropriate?:

Is the paper clear, concise, and well organized?:
        Yes

If No, please suggest change of the paper presentation as appropriate?
:

Rate of the contribution strength to the field is represented in this
paper?:
        Average

http://iaescore.com/gfa/ijeecs.docx
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Rate the scientific quality of the paper?:
        Average

As far as your knowledge, have the authors already published a very similar
paper?:
        No

If yes, kindly please cite below:
:

Do authors place the paper in proper context by citing relevant papers?:
        Yes

Is the paper free from obvious errors, miscomceptions, or ambiguity?:
        No

Is the paper written in correct English?:
        Yes

If No, please note grammatical errors and suggest corrections:
:

Are the references in IJEECS style?*:
        No

Are the figures and tables in IJEECS style, clear, relevant, and are the
captions adequate?:
        No

Is the length of the paper adequate?:
        Yes

Please mark approite scale for the overall grade for this paper? (A score of
7 or above typically provides ground for IJEECS acceptance):
        6

Reviewer's comments and suggestions to improve the paper. (If it is not
possible, kindly please use separate sheets or a copy of the paper for
comments and suggestions for revision. Indicate whether revisions are
mandatory or suggested. Please use word processig type format if possible,
and then upload or submit via email to telkomnika.iaes@gmail.com):
        - The template of paper needs a double check to follow all preparation
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rules and requirements rigidly.
https://ijeecs.iaescore.com/index.php/IJEECS/about/submissions#authorGuidelines
- Abstract at least min 100 words and max 200 words. start with an
introduction, then highlight the issue, followed by objective, then
methodology used, finally findings.
 - Figure 5 is not mentioned in the body text. Please mention this figure.
- Please provide all authors' email addresses and their links of the
researchers social media accounts as complete as possible: Scopus, ORCID
(required), Google Scholar, Clarivate (if any).
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Review Form 

Paper ID 32928 

Paper Title Power Management on DC Microgrid With New DC Coupling Based on Fuzzy Logic 

 

Comments from editor 

 

1. Please Adhere Strictly The Guide Of Authors 

Response for #1 comment: 

Thank you, We have improved the article according to templates and guidelines 

 

2. Add biographies of authors as our template (include links to the 4 authors' profiles, do not delete any icons in 

the template). Provide links for all authors to the 4 icons (Scholar, Scopus, Publons and ORCID). It is 

mandatory!! 

Response for #2 comment: 

Thank you, We've improved the article by adding links for all authors which includes Scopus, Scholar, Orcid, 

and Publons. 

 

3. Because tables and figures supplement the text, all tables and figures should be referenced in the text. Avoid 

placing figures and tables before their first mention in the text. Authors also must explain what the reader 

should look for when using the table or figure. Focus only on the important point the reader should draw from 

them. Use different PATTERNS (instead of ONLY different colors) for presenting different results in your 

figures/graphics. Prepare all your tables strictly adhere the guidelines (do NOT as figure). 

Response for #3 comment: 

Thank you, We've rearranged the layout of the figures and tables to make it easier for readers to understand the 

article. 

 

4. Please ensure that all references have been cited in your text. Use a tool such as EndNote, Mendeley, or Zotero 

for reference management and formatting, and choose IEEE style. Each citation should be written in the order 

of appearance in the text in square brackets. For example, the first citation [1], the second citation [2], and the 

third and fourth citations [3], [4]. When citing multiple sources at once, the preferred method is to list each 

number separately, in its own brackets, using a comma or dash between numbers, as such: [1], [3], [5]. It is not 

necessary to mention an author's name, pages used, or date of publication in the in-text citation. Instead, refer 

to the source with a number in a square bracket, e.g. [9], that will then correspond to the full citation in your 

reference list. 

Response for #4 comment: 

Thank you, We have used delay in reference management and choose IEEE style. All citations are written in 

the order they appear in the text in square brackets. When citing multiple sources at once, the method we use 

is to list each number separately, in their respective brackets, using hyphens between numbers. 

 

5. Please present all references as complete as possible and use IEEE style (include information of DOIs, volume, 

number, pages, etc). If it is available, DOI information is mandatory! 

Response for #5 comment: 

Thank you, We have presented all references in IEEE style. In the reference there is also information on DOI, 

volume, number, page, year.  

 



 

 

Review Form 

Comments from reviewer 

 

6. The template of paper needs a double check to follow all preparation rules and requirements rigidly. 

Response for #6 comment: 

Thank you, We've checked articles by writing following templates and guidelines 

 

7. Abstract at least min 100 words and max 200 words. start with an introduction, then highlight the issue, 

followed by objective, then methodology used, finally findings. 

Response for #7 comment: 

Thank you, We have improved the abstract to 186 words according to the 200 word maximum guideline. The 

abstract begins with the problems, objectives, methods and results of the study. 

 

8. Figure 5 is not mentioned in the body text. Please mention this figure. 

Response for #7 comment: 

Thank you, We have provided an explanation of Figure 5 on page 6 in the article. Figure 5 shows the modeling 

of the proposed DC microgrid configuration. 

 

9. Please provide all authors' email addresses and their links of the researchers social media accounts as complete 

as possible: Scopus, ORCID (required), Google Scholar, Clarivate (if any). 

Response for #7 comment: 

Thank you, We have improved the article by providing all author email addresses and adding Scopus, Orcid, 

Google Scholar and Publon links. We added it in the author's biography 

 

 

 
 

 



Adhi Kusmantoro <adhiteknik@gmail.com>

[IJEECS] Accepted!! "Power Management On DC Microgrid With New DC Coupling Based On Fuzzy Logic"
1 pesan

IJEECS Editor <ijeecs.iaes@gmail.com> 17 Juli 2023 pukul 00.35
Kepada: adhi adhi - kusmantoro <adhiteknik@gmail.com>, irnafarikhah@upgris.ac.id, adhikusmantoro@upgris.ac.id

-- Paper ID# 32928
-- Please adhere to every detail of the guide of authors http://iaescore.com/gfa/ijeecs.docx.
-- The minimum number of references is 25 references (for original research), and 50 references (for review/survey paper), primarily to recent journal articles.
-- Please attach your similarity report checking that the result is below 25% using software such as iThenticate or Turnitin.

===========================================================

Dear Prof/Dr/Mr/Mrs: Adhi Kusmantoro,

It is my great pleasure to inform you that your paper entitled "Power Management On DC Microgrid With New DC Coupling Based On Fuzzy Logic" has been initially
ACCEPTED and will be PUBLISHED on the Indonesian Journal of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science, a Scopus (https://www.scopus.com/sourceid/21100799500)
and ScimagoJR (https://www.scimagojr.com/journalsearch.php?q=21100799500&tip=sid&clean=0) indexed journal. Congratulations!

Please submit your below documents within 30 days to ijeecs.iaes@gmail.com
1. Final camera ready paper (in MS Word file format, or LaTeX source files)
2. Similarity report checking (that the result is below 25%, uses software such as iThenticate or Turnitin), and
3. Payment evidence

Your paper will be published after fulfilling all requirements for publication (strictly follow the guidelines at http://ijeecs.iaescore.com/index.php/IJEECS/about/
editorialPolicies#custom-5). The presentation of the simulation and/or experimental setup (in the Method section) must be clear and complete in every detail
facilitating reproducibility by other scientists. Present a picture of your simulation and/or experimental setup and describe your work clearly. For your information,
according to international regulations, the similarity score of camera-ready paper should be less than 25%. A single author is NOT acceptable, and will never
publish in this journal. The editor(s) will decide whether or not your camera-ready paper is complete and meets the final guidelines. Please present each reference
as completely as possible while adhering to IEEE style (including volume, number, pages, and DOIs).

When you send in all of the above documents and your final paper follows all of the final instructions, your paper will be judged "fully accepted." It will be the date of your
paper's acceptance.

We are looking forward to hearing from you

Best Regards,
S. Kadry
Editor, IJEECS
ijeecs.iaes@gmail.com
email: IJEECS.iaes@gmail.com
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http://ijeecs.iaescore.com

=============================================================

In order to cover part of the publication cost, each accepted paper is charged USD 315. This charge is for the first 8 pages, and any published manuscript over 8 pages will
incur extra charges of USD 50 per page. Indonesian authors should transfer IDR instead of USD. (Please refer to https://www.xe.com for the exchange rate.) We value
collaborative papers and do not value papers with a single (sole) author. Papers with a single author will be rejected (or, if very good, will be considered for publication but will
be charged twice the above fee: USD 530, and any published manuscript with more than 8 pages will incur additional charges of USD 100 per page).

The payment should be made by bank transfer (T/T):
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Bank Account name/Beneficiary:
       LEMBAGA INSTITUTE OF ADVANCED ENGINEERING AND SCIENCE (IAES)  
Bank Account    : 1370011829203
Bank Name       : Bank Mandiri
Branch             : Yogyakarta KotaGede
IBAN or SWIFT Code      : BMRIIDJAXXX
City    : Yogyakarta
Country         : Indonesia

or as alternative, you can pay by using PayPal to email:
info@iaesjournal.com

=============================================================

URGENT!! Submit your final camera ready paper, similarity checking report by iThenticate or Turnitin along with your payment evidence within 30 days to
ijeecs.iaes@gmail.com.
------------------------------------------------------
Reviewer A:

Does the title of the paper accurately reflect the major focus contribution of this paper?:
Yes

Please suggest change of the title as appropriate within 10 words::

Is the abstract an appropriate and adequate digest of the work?:
Yes

If No, please suggest change of the abstract as appropriate?:

Is the paper clear, concise, and well organized?:
Yes

http://ijeecs.iaescore.com/
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If No, please suggest change of the paper presentation as appropriate?
:

Rate of the contribution strength to the field is represented in this paper?:
Average

Rate the scientific quality of the paper?:
Average

As far as your knowledge, have the authors already published a very similar paper?:
No

If yes, kindly please cite below:
:

Do authors place the paper in proper context by citing relevant papers?:
Yes

Is the paper free from obvious errors, miscomceptions, or ambiguity?:
Yes

Is the paper written in correct English?:
No

If No, please note grammatical errors and suggest corrections:
:

Are the references in IJEECS style?*:
No

Are the figures and tables in IJEECS style, clear, relevant, and are the captions adequate?:
No

Is the length of the paper adequate?:
Yes

Please mark appropriate scale for the overall grade for this paper? (A score of 7 or above typically provides ground for IJEECS acceptance):
6

Reviewer's comments and suggestions to improve the paper. (If it is not possible, kindly please use separate sheets or a copy of the paper for comments and suggestions for
revision. Indicate whether revisions are mandatory or suggested. Please use word processing type format if possible, and then upload or submit via email to



telkomnika.iaes@gmail.com):
- The template of paper needs a double check to follow all preparation rules and requirements rigidly. https://ijeecs.iaescore.com/index.php/IJEECS/about/
submissions#authorGuidelines.
- Complete each abbreviation in your manuscript. Check all the abbreviations in your paper and make sure they all have a length.
- The first paragraph in sub-section 2.1 paragraph is less than 3 sentences. Make sure your sentences are complete. Each paragraph must have a minimum of
three sentences, one of which must function as a main or key statement and at least two others as supporting sentences.
- In the explanation figure 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 15, and 16 should be above Figure 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 15, and 16, Not under the Figure
- In the explanation Table 3 should be above Table 3, Not under the Table
- Sub-Figures 6(a)(b)(c) are not mentioned in the text. If a figure contains subfigures, explain what the whole figure illustrates before explaining what the
subfigures do.

------------------------------------------------------
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adhikusmantoro upgris <adhikusmantoro@upgris.ac.id>

[IJEECS] Please Revise Your Paper ID 32928
3 pesan

IJEECS staff <ijeecsteam@gmail.com> 23 Agustus 2023 pukul 12.32
Kepada: adhikusmantoro@upgris.ac.id

Dear Prof./Dr./Mr./Mrs. Adhi Kusmantoro
 

I am Jessy writing on behalf of the layout and editing team, under the auspices of the Indonesian Journal of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science team. We are glad to inform you that
your paper is in the layout stage for possible publication in the forthcoming issue of this journal. Your cooperation for final checking and/or updating your paper is required. Please find the

attached file (including comments and/or marked parts) to take further actions. Kindly submit your updated paper within 1 day until August 24, 2023. Please revise the file that is attached
in this email. Send the revised version by reply to all this email. 

Your cooperation is highly appreciated.

 
Best regards,

 

Jessy R.
Layout and Editing Team
Indonesian Journal of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science
http://ijeecs.iaescore.com/index.php/IJEECS

32928 8Aug2023 Rev5Jul23 17%.docx
2465K

adhikusmantoro upgris <adhikusmantoro@upgris.ac.id> 23 Agustus 2023 pukul 22.20
Kepada: IJEECS staff <ijeecsteam@gmail.com>

Dear Jessy R.
Layout and Editing Team
Indonesian Journal of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science
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